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note on the cover

Karen Yen Homecoming

This image began with an exercise of listening – listening to the human and
beyond human world. From the rustle of leaves in gentle breeze, fluttering
sounds as birds are startled by intruders, hidden silence of a deer resting among
hazelnut trees, to my body immersed in the rushing waters of the river; in this
context, humans are merely one more resident in this broad and diverse world.
A world that is vibrant, complex, layered, interactive, interconnected and
expansive. Why should our understanding and practice of democracy be any
less?Wouldn’t this kind of democracy serve to create a virtuous “Home” for all?
The painting visits the idea of “Home” as a safe and nurturing space for humans
and our beyond human siblings. Inspired by Bill Reid’s “Spirit of Haida Gwaii”,
can we contribute by paddling our canoe in a direction that weaves the organic
and the unknown with human created structures and processes, in the abstract,
material and spiritual sense? These are the questions this work addresses.
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